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Culture Change Articles  
 

When Culture Change Meets Home and Community-Based Services 
Summary:  Several culture change models are well-established in skilled nursing, but how can they be 
adapted to home and community-based services? Here is a look at how providers are putting culture 
change to work for their clients, with a special emphasis on building engagement and fighting 
isolation for clients still living in their own homes. 
 

Author:  Morgan Gable 
Source:  American Association of Homes and Services for the Agining (AAHSA) 
 
Person-Centered Care For Nursing Home Residents: The Culture-Change Movement 
Summary:  In a Health Affairs "Web First" article published January 2010, The Commonwealth 
Fund's Mary Jane Koren, M.D., takes a look at "culture change" in long-term care—how the 
growing movement to transform America's nursing homes got started, and where it might be 
headed. 
 

Source:  Health Affairs  
 
Leadership Strategies for Culture Change:  Developing Change Leadership as an 
Organizational Core Capability 
Summary:  This paper explores the application of Leadership Strategies for Culture Change as a feasible 
approach to bringing change leadership into harmony with change management.   
 

Author:  John B. McGuire 
 
Series of About.com Human Resources Articles on Culture Change: 
Author:  Susan M. Heathfield 
 How to Change Your Culture:  Organizational Culture Change  
 Build Support for Effective Change Management  
 Change, Change, Change: Change Management Lessons From the Field 
 Communication in Change Management:  Communication Is Key in Change Management 
 Executive Support and Leadership in Change Management:  Leadership Is Key in Change Management 
 Planning and Analysis in Change Management 
 Change Management Wisdom:  Strategy, Planning, and Communication During Change 
 Change Management Lessons About Employee Involvement 
 
State Policymakers' Priorities for Successful Implementation of Health Reform 
As states assess the challenges and opportunities presented by federal health reform legislation, there 
is a natural tendency to focus on the most immediate issues, but it is equally important that states 
begin planning for the many aspects of implementation that occur in later years. This State Health 
Policy Briefing identifies and describes ten aspects of federal health reform that states must get right 
if they are to be successful in implementation. 
 

http://www.hcbs.org/moreInfo.php/doc/2525�
http://www.commonwealthfund.org/Content/Publications/In-the-Literature/2010/Jan/Person-Centered-Care-for-Nursing-Home-Residents.aspx�
http://www.ccl.org/leadership/pdf/community/connectedleadership.pdf�
http://www.ccl.org/leadership/pdf/community/connectedleadership.pdf�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/organizationalculture/a/culture_change.htm�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/changemanagement/a/change_lessons5.htm�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/changemanagement/a/change_lessons.htm�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/changemanagement/a/change_lessons2.htm�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/changemanagement/a/change_leaders.htm�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/changemanagement/a/change_planning.htm�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/changemanagement/a/change_wisdom.htm�
http://humanresources.about.com/od/changemanagement/a/change_lessons3.htm�
http://www.hcbs.org/moreInfo.php/doc/3225�
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TeamSTEPPS™: Team Strategies and Tools to Enhance Performance and Patient Safety 
Summary:  Team Strategies and Tools to Enhance Performance and Patient Safety 
(TeamSTEPPS™) is a systematic approach developed by the Department of Defense and the 
Agency for Healthcare Research and Quality (AHRQ) to integrate teamwork into practice. This 
article describes the evolution of the TeamSTEPPS program and its research foundation, 
development, and implementation.  
 

Authors:  Heidi B. King, MS, CHE; James Battles, PhD; David P. Baker, PhD; Alexander Alonso, 
PhD; Eduardo Salas, PhD; John Webster, MD, MBA; Lauren Toomey, RN, BSBA, MIS; Mary 
Salisbury, RN, MSN 

http://www.ahrq.gov/downloads/pub/advances2/vol3/Advances-King_1.pdf�
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Culture Change Tools 
 
 
Improving Nursing Home Culture:  Change Package 
The TMF Health Quality Institute developed the Change Package to help you facilitate and track 
your progress toward improving quality of care and quality of life in your Nursing Home facility by 
following a person-directed care model. It incorporates the work of the Pioneer Network.  
 

The Change Package presents three domains of focus for your efforts: care practices, workplace 
practices, and environment. Under each of these domains are principles that your organization 
should strive for when moving from an institutional nursing home model to a person-directed 
model. Each principle includes several key change ideas you can test to promote growth in your 
nursing home culture.  
 

Throughout this journey, and over the course of growth and change, you’re encouraged to ask 
yourself two important questions: “Are control and choice in the hands of the resident?” and “Why 
do we do things this way?” Placing the resident at the center of every discussion about why and how 
work is done in your workplace will guide your steps toward creating a culture of home. 
 

For additional Tools from the TMF Health Quality Institute, see their online Person-Directed Care 
Toolkit.   
 
 
Accessing Cultural Levels and Making Culture Change Happen Tool 
The Bath Consulting Group 
 

Purpose:   
1. Identify cultural levels in your team / work group 
2. Help you surface deeper levels of culture which may block progress 
3. Understand where there may be differences between levels 
4. Compare current culture with target culture 
5. Identify changes you can make 
 

Description: A 4-6 hour team session on making culture change happen – including options. 
 

How to use it: As guidance for a facilitator or manager in planning team sessions on cultural levels 
 

Audience: Teams addressing cultural change or focus groups within wider organizational initiative 
to address culture 
 
 
Organizational Assessment:  Leader Self-Assessment  
Source:  Action Pact, Inc 
 
  

http://nursinghomes.tmf.org/Portals/16/Documents/NH/Toolkits/PDC/ChangePackage.pdf�
http://nursinghomes.tmf.org/PersonDdirectedCare/PDCToolkit/tabid/551/default.aspx�
http://nursinghomes.tmf.org/PersonDdirectedCare/PDCToolkit/tabid/551/default.aspx�
http://www.bathconsultancygroup.com/documents/Bath%20Culture%20Tool%20Val.pdf�
http://www.culturechangenow.com/pdf/ap-leadership-retreat.pdf�
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Toolpack Consulting 
Toolpack Consulting provides services to consultants and end users. Their expertise in data-based 
change includes:  

• Surveys for employees, customers, ex-employees, and prospects  
• Interviews and focus groups for qualitative information  
• Linkage analysis to draw out employee-customer-finance relationships  
• 360° feedback for employee development and change  
• Process mapping to cut errors and costs while enhancing service  
• Integrated measurement systems  
• Change management and implementation services  

 

They can help your organization with back-room and face-to-face services, including: 
• Team effectiveness  
• Cultural change and transformation  
• Organizational development  
• Survey development, advice, data entry, and reporting 

 
 
Person Directed Care-Culture Change Training Tools 
During the 7th SOW, in the Culture Change Pilot 2004-2005, IPRO and six New York nursing 
homes had the pleasure of working with approximately 32 Quality Improvement Organizations 
(QIOs) in a CMS-sponsored Improving Nursing Home Culture-Person Centered Care (INHC-PCC) 
Pilot Project. The pilot incorporated transformational change practices and procedures with special 
focus on three significant domains: 
• workplace practice 
• care practice 
• environment 

 

On May 1st, 2006, Dr. Patricia Gagliano, Clinical Director of NHQI; Pauline Kinney, Director of 
NHQI; and Barbara Schwartz, Director of Communications; presented the work of the QIOs at the 
American College of Health Care Administrators (ACHCA) New York Chapter Annual Conference. 
To provide a concrete application of person centered care, the attached Group Exercise was offered 
and the materials and instructions are include here for your use at your facility. [Cards were printed 
on Avery Name Badge #5392] 
 

Mystery Game:  Finding the Clues to Person-Centered Care 
This exercise has three instructional objectives: 

1. To provide a concrete application of person-centered care that shows how institution-
centered care inadvertently accelerates an individual’s decline. 

2. To underscore how the entire caregiving system within a nursing home is organized in an 
institution-centered way and how changes in all aspects of care and services will be needed 
to achieve a shift in the culture toward person-centered routines. 

3. To provide participants with an experience of teamwork. 
 
 
  

http://www.toolpack.com/�
http://www.toolpack.com/services/surveys.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/d/interviews.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/link.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/performance.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/workflow.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/scorecard.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/services/changeprep.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/process.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/culture.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/a/organizational-development.html�
http://www.toolpack.com/services/surveys.html�
http://jeny.ipro.org/showthread.php?t=565�
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Culture Performance Tools  
Source:  Jackson and Schmidt:  www.jacksonandschmidt.com 
 

Improving Productivity 
8 Steps to Better Decisions 
Decision making can learn from fairy tales -- Goldilocks in particular. Most organizations exert 
too much control (too hot) in which people feel disempowered or lack responsibility, or a "sink 
or swim" style (too cold) in which people are not developed to succeed at making progressively 
better decisions. The "just right" decision making can benefit from these 8 steps.  

 

Great Leadership 
Are You Collaborating Enough? 
Collaboration is a crucial skill in today’s flatter, faster-moving workplaces. But the skills are not 
commonly taught or emphasized. Assess your current skill level and pinpoint what you need to 
improve.  

 

Mindsets for Change 
The best change management programs are not programs -- they come from a few simple 
“mindsets” leaders hold. Helping people remember what change is for is a leader’s #1 job in 
today’s constant-change environments, but the research shows it’s not happening. A few simple 
practices can make a huge difference.  
 

The Executive Storyteller 
Lighten up leaders! The use of story and metaphor is a powerful catalyst to ignite action in 
people. This tool will guide you through ten tips for building more of it into your 
communication.  
Football and Prioritization 
Leaders and teams are drowning in demands to "do more with less". The life jacket? Clear, 
ongoing prioritization. Drawing from lessons in football, this tool describes 5 secrets for how to 
be strategic and dynamic simultaneously. This isn't about time management. It's about how to 
win. 
 

Accountability- A New Approach 
Why is the 14-letter word “Accountability” often like a 4-letter word in business? Largely 
because it’s code for finger-pointing and blaming, rather than a process to build a winning team. 
When done right, everyone is engaged and nobody is the scapegoat. Check out this tool, and our 
web-based system to support it. 
 

Tough Conversations 
One of the toughest tests of authentic leadership is telling someone else -- especially someone 
with more authority -- a hard truth, with candor. Candor means being frank, open, sincere, 
without bias. Learn the top 10 principles for developing your ability to do this with compassion 
and empathy. 
 

Leadership Trust Rating 
One of the critical success factors for finding and keeping great talent is the "unseen" level of 
trust in the organization. Take this self assessment to determine your trust level with your 
people. 
 

 
 
 

http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/pubtools.html�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/8-StepstoBetterDecisions.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/CollaborationAssessment.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/MindsetsforChange.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/TheExecutiveStoryteller.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/FootballandPrioritization.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/Accountability-ANewApproach.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/TenPrinciplesofCandor.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/TrustRatingLeadership.pdf�
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Workplace Collaboration 
Communicating During Change 
Are you leaving it to chance or managing it to perform? The degree to which a change effort 
takes hold and sustains is about how well communication was managed. This tool provides a 
template of the major questions great leaders answer during change-related communication, and 
a sample of how they were put forth in one organization. 
 

Urgency: Establishing Commitment 
The biggest predictor of success during change is the degree of urgency the organization, 
department, or team feels for the change. This tool helps a leader assess his or her personal 
commitment - without which the broader sense of commitment and urgency needed to sustain 
change never takes hold. 
 

Assess Your Culture: Imbalanced v. Balanced Workplaces 
Balance predicts growth which is expressed through day-to-day ease or resistance of work flow, 
in areas like teamwork, decision making, and customer service. Take this assessment to see 
where your organization's practical daily activities are out of balance and need adjustment. 
 

Ten Signs of a Healthy Workplace 
Workplace health determines how fully people take ownership for the success of your business. 
In an unhealthy workplace you find decision-paralysis, poor accountability, “Dilbert-behavior” 
of blame-shifting and hiding mistakes, use of fear to motivate, and an insular attitude of “we 
know better than our customer.” A healthy culture has a very different feeling: The business 
regularly meets its targets, work is purposeful and focused, there is pride and energy, and people 
have a sincere positive connection to the customer. 
 

Assessing Change Readiness 
How likely is it that your change effort will succeed? This tool is based on critical success factors 
that predict readiness for change or help pinpoint where trouble spots are coming from in a 
change effort. 
 

Innovation and Creativity 
Five Tips for Increasing Innovation in the Workplace 
Great companies --small or large-- go way beyond "innovation" of their product or service. They 
create an environment where employees constantly improve the right stuff (including how you 
work and how you execute strategy) all the time. Learn the top 5 tips for building innovation-
friendly workplaces. 
 

How to Build an Innovation Mindset from the Top 
Workplaces with successful innovation have a different set of rules. To successfully manage 
"innovation" requires a particular type of clarity and support from the top leadership. Learn 
these keys to creating a successful innovation environment. 
 

How to Jump-Start Innovation with Teamwork 
Innovation lives and dies in the teamwork environment in an organization. Here are specific 
tools and tips you can use to foster a more "innovation-friendly" team environment, even if your 
organization is not yet embracing a broader move to a culture of innovation. 

 

  

http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/CommunicatingDuringChange.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/Urgency-EstablishingCommitment.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/ImbalancedvsBalanced.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/TenSignsofaHealthyCulture.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/assessingchange.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/5TipsforCultureofInnovation.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/HowtoDevelopInnovationMindsetfromtheTop.pdf�
http://www.jacksonandschmidt.com/docs/TeamInnovation.pdf�
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Additional Culture Change Resources 
 
Assistant Secretary Kathy Greenlee Addresses AAHSA members  
During the opening session of the 2009 AAHSA annual meeting in Chicago, Secretary Greenlee 
highlighted the major themes of her work at AoA:  

• Keeping seniors healthy 
• Expanding options for home and community-based services, and  
• Culture change in nursing homes 

 
 
What Really Matters Video 
This Council on Quality and Leadership (CQL) video illustrates how important it is to ask people 
receiving supports what they want ... what really matters to them. Statistics, indicators and plans are 
only helpful when they are defined by the person. 
 
 
Almost Home Documentary:  Culture Change Clip   
Summary:  This ground-breaking documentary is about people who live, work and visit in a nursing 
home on the journey to transforming how they function. In addition to telling the story of St. Johns, 
a companion site is also available delving deeper into culture change and providing useful resources 
on the topic. 
 
 
Pioneer Network  
A network of organizations and people dedicated to the culture change movement. 
 
 
Minnesota Culture Change Coalition  
The Minnesota Culture Change Coalition is a broad range of long-term care stakeholders working to 
support, supplement, and foster culture change in nursing homes on a broader scale than could be 
achieved through any one of the group’s individual efforts. 
 
 
PHI Nursing Home Culture Change Services 
PHI Coaching Approach to Nursing Home Culture Change Services:  supporting neighborhood and 
flexible household living 
Brochures include: 

• Overview of Services (pdf) 
• Nursing Home Culture Change Services (pdf) 
• Culture Change: What’s the Buzz? 

 

http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Kjyr9E4L9OM�
http://www.thecouncil.org/wrm.aspx�
http://almosthomeoutreach.org/about_the_film/culture_change�
http://www.pioneernetwork.net/CultureChange/�
http://www.mnculturechange.org/�
http://phinational.org/training/our-services/nursing-home-culture-change-services/�
http://phinational.org/wp-content/uploads/2009/02/tod_overview_small.pdf�
http://phinational.org/training/wp-content/uploads/TOD_CultureChange.pdf�
http://phinational.org/training/our-services/nursing-home-culture-change-services/culture-change/�
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Advancing Consumer Direction by Promoting Culture Change Presentation 
This is the PowerPoint presentation by Jim Wironen and Casey Sanders at the 2010 ADRC/CLP 
National Meeting  
 
 
Transitioning from Traditional Services to Veteran Directed Services:  The Central Texas 
Experience 
This is the Power Point presentation by Thomas Wilson and Anna Hauser given at the 2010 
ADRC/CLP National Meeting. 
 
 
ADRC’s as a Vehicle for Culture Change 
This is the Power Point presentation by Susan Fox and Wendi Aultman given at the 2010 
ADRC/CLP National Meeting. 
  

http://www.bc.edu/schools/gssw/nrcpds/meta-elements/pdf/ADRC_CLP_Culture_Cha.pdf�
http://www.adrc-tae.org/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=28934�
http://www.adrc-tae.org/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=28934�
http://www.adrc-tae.org/tiki-download_file.php?fileId=28961�
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The Wisconsin Coalition for Person Directed Care’s Framework for Culture Change 
 

(Please note: Wisconsin PDC does not guarantee the content of the resources listed below. The 
outline and its links are meant to offer guidance and is not all-inclusive.) 
 

1. What is Culture and Culture Change 
 

Culture is defined as the customary beliefs, social norms, and material traits of a racial, religious, or 
social group. Using this definition, we can establish that the culture of nursing homes has been 
based upon a medical /institutional model of care. Culture change in nursing homes is viewed as the 
movement away from an institutional model of caring for people, to a model that is more “home”. 
This type of care is generally referred to as Resident Centered/Resident Directed, and can take on 
many different forms. 
 

Resources: 
• Changing the Way We Care - webcast presentation 
• Culture change in nursing homes  

 

2. What is Person-Directed/Centered Care? 
 

Various definitions exist, however the following was developed by the Wisconsin Coalition for 
Person Directed Care. 
 

Resident directed/person centered care is an on-going, interactive process between residents, 
caregivers and others that honors the residents’ dignity and choices in directing their daily life. This 
is accomplished through shared communication, education and collaboration. Relationships 
developed as part of this process benefits all involved creating a community that affirms the dignity 
and value of each individual who lives and works in the nursing home. 
 

3. The Case for Culture Change 
 

Nursing homes that have adopted aspects of culture change are likely to see a positive impact on 
resident and family satisfaction, improved staff retention, and higher occupancy rates according to a 
study by the Commonwealth Fund. Those who adopted culture change practices experienced a 60% 
improvement in operational costs. 
 

Business/Financial : Evidenced based Outcomes: 
• Culture Change: How Far have we Come 
• Culture Change in a For-Profit Nursing Home Chain: An Evaluation 

 

Regulatory: 
Video - Online 

• Culture Change & Compliance Video 9/15/05: Karen Schoeneman, CMS Division of 
Nursing Home Survey & Certification Group: Thomas Hamilton, CMS Director of Survey 
& Certification Group. This video articulates CMS’s support of culture change and reaffirms 
that culture change is consistent with the federal regulations. 
 

Memos 
• Centers for Medicare & Medicaid Services (CMS) Survey & Certification Memo 07-07 titled 

Nursing Home Culture Change Regulatory Compliance Questions and Answers. This 
memorandum provides responses from CMS to inquiries concerning compliance with the 
long-term care health and life safety code requirements in nursing homes that are changing 
their culture and adopting new practices; summarizes questions and answers from a June 6, 
2006 CMS video conference with leaders of the Green house Project; and provides 

http://www.wisconsinpdc.org/resources/framework.asp�
http://media1.wi.gov/DHFS/Viewer/?peid=78f538f4-9c4e-4624-b466-919101328a8e�
http://www.nccnhr.org/uploads/CultureChange06.pdf�
http://www.commonwealthfund.org/publications/publications_show.htm?doc_id=684709�
http://www.commonwealthfund.org/spotlights/spotlights_show.htm?doc_id=318890�
http://dhs.wisconsin.gov/rl_DSL/Training/dqaWebcasts.htm�
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information about an upcoming series of 4 CMS culture change satellite webcasts. 
http://www.cms.hhs.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp  

• Division of Quality Assurance Memo 05-014 titled Wisconsin Coalition for Person Directed 
Care: Otis Wood, Division of Quality Assurance-Director. This memo announced that the 
Bureau of Quality Assurance (BQA) supports the Wisconsin Coalition for Person-Directed 
Care. 
 
 

4. Getting Started with the Culture Change Process 
 

Embarking on and sustaining culture change in any organization is a process. This process has been 
studied. Leslie Grant, PhD offers a stage model of culture change in nursing facilities. In this model, 
four stages are outlined. Reviewing these stages and determining where your organization is 
currently at may contribute to understanding the typical changes an organization’s culture progresses 
through. 
 

a. The stages of organizational change 
o Leslie Grant: A stage model of culture change in nursing facilities publication 
o A Tale of Transformation: Four stages Tell the Story 
o The Journey of a LifeTime: Leadership Pathways to Culture Change on Long-Term 

Care: Nancy Fox, BAAS, LNFA 
 

b. Evaluate your current culture 
 

5. Implementing Change 
 

Implementing culture change involves multiple, interrelated aspects of the organization. What has 
been noted by many who have progressed through this process is the importance of three key 
factors. 
These include: 

1. staff involvement, 
2. core culture change team, and 
3. regularly scheduled core team and unit team meetings. 

 

These factors serve as the core to any targeted care processes or detailed policies your organization 
may revise. 

• The Rise of Resident Centered Care in Nursing Homes 
• Almost Home 
• Person-Directed Care Toolkit 

 

Once a core culture change team, staff involvement and a regular schedule for the core team and 
unit team meetings have been outlined, discussion can be focused on daily care related areas of 
change. Four categories are listed below. Keep in mind these categories are not intended to be all-
inconclusive (as your unique long-term care facility may yield other areas for change) they are 
offered as a starting point. 
 

a. Organizational Design/Infrastructure 
This component of culture change includes topics of Staff involvement, Flatter 
structure/less hierarchy, Shared governance, Less compartmentalized departments and More 
front-line staff decision making. It serves as the foundation for sustaining person-directed 
care.  
 

b. Staffing Roles 

http://www.cms.hhs.gov/SurveyCertificationGenInfo/PMSR/list.asp�
http://dhs.wisconsin.gov/rl_DSL/NHs/nh05-014.htm�
http://www.myinnerview.com/resource_center/publications/whitepapers.php?id=7�
http://www.culturechangenow.com/videos.html�
http://www.commonwealthfund.org/podcasts/�
http://almosthomedoc.org/�
http://nursinghomes.tmf.org/PersonDdirectedCare/PDCToolkit/tabid/551/default.aspx�
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The roles of the staff in an environment that supports person-directed care are an integral 
part of this culture. Topics including Consistent assignment, Smaller work teams and Cross 
trained staff are highlighted here. 

o Consistent assignment tip sheet 
o Consistent Assignment barrier and strategies to implementing 
o Consistent Caregiver Assignment webcast presentation – November 

 

c. Person Directed Decision Making/Care Planning 
Fostering and facilitating resident decision making about daily life activities is paramount to 
person-directed care. Planning and delivering care in the areas of dining, bathing, pain 
recognition, connecting, activities, and sleeping and waking fall within this realm. 

o Individual Choice 
o Bathing without a Battle 

 

d. Physical Environment 
This component of culture change focuses on the differentiated, personalized, and self-
contained living areas (move from centralized dining to individual unit and/or individual 
resident dining). Specifically, the living areas are to reflect a home like décor, be smaller with 
each living area having its own kitchen and laundry facilities. Resident living occurs in their 
“household.” Nursing stations and medication carts are absent. However, a building does 
not make culture change. Many culture change components can be accomplished in the 
traditional nursing home with an institutional floor plan. 

o Creating a Home 
o The Dining Experience 
o Sleeping and Waking 

 

6. Evaluating Culture Change 
 

Planning for, implementing and sustaining culture change is an on-going process that does not 
abruptly end. However, a periodic evaluation of your organization’s culture change progression may 
be useful to gauge how far you have come and where you may still need to go. 

• The Culture Staging Tool 
 

7. Additional Resources 
 

• Rahman, A.N. & Schnelle, J.F. (2008). The nursing home culture-change movement: Recent 
past, present, and future directions for research. The Gerontologist, 48(2), 142 – 148. 

• Center on Age and Community: End Stage Dementia and Culture Change Roundtable 
(2005) 

http://www.riqualitypartners.org/�
http://www.riqualitypartners.org/�
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Cash & Counseling Evaluation Results 
 
The Original Cash & Counseling Demonstration began in 1998 as a three-state participant-directed 
program demonstration in Arkansas, New Jersey, and Florida. Each state was required to adhere to 
the basic Cash & Counseling model, but was given the flexibility to implement Cash & Counseling 
in accordance with their own service delivery systems and political environments.  
 
The preliminary evaluation of the demonstration provided positive results. Mathematica Policy 
Research, Inc. (MPR) conducted a quantitative evaluation that analyzed differences in participant 
satisfaction, quality of life, the amount and types of obtained personal assistance services, and cost 
between participants in the states' Cash & Counseling programs and those receiving traditional 
agency-directed care.  
 
In addition, ethnographic studies were conducted by researchers at the University of Maryland, 
Baltimore County to obtain rich detailed personal accounts of the affects of the Cash & Counseling 
program on the lives of individual participants, their families, workers, and counselors in Arkansas, 
New Jersey, and Florida.  
 
Key Findings  
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Note:  Sample is restricted to participants residing in the community at the time of the nine-month 
interview. 
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Note:  Sample is restricted to participants residing in the community at the time of the nine-month 
interview. 
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Note:  Means were predicted using logit models.  Sample sizes for some variables in this table were 
smaller because of differences in item nonresponse and skip patterns. 
 
 
  

Percentage of Caregivers Reporting Emotional, Physical, and Financial Strain 
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Points: 

• Cash & Counseling reduced nursing home use and total long-term care costs (other than 
personal care) by about 15 to 17 percent for both new applicants for Personal Care Services 
(PCS) and those who already were receiving the services at time of enrollment. 

• For continuing beneficiaries, savings in nursing home use and other Medicaid services 
essentially offset the higher personal care costs.  The treatment group’s total Medicaid cost 
per person over the three year were only 1.3 percent above the control group’s.  For new 
applicants for PCS, the savings in other long-term service costs did not offset the much 
higher PCS costs, which arose from most control group members not getting any services. 

• While many programs are now experiencing savings through the implementation of 
consumer direction, costs will depend on specific control mechanisms implemented and the 
particular goals of each program.   

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
For more evaluation results, see the Evaluation Reports on www.cashandcounseling.org: 
www.cashandcounseling.org/resources/browse?ResourceCategoriesIndex=Evaluation+Reports 
  

http://www.cashandcounseling.org/resources/browse?ResourceCategoriesIndex=Evaluation+Reports�
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Cash & Counseling Demonstration and Evaluation Results:  Older Adults 
 

 AR T AR C FL T FL C NJ T NJ C 
Participants reporting an 
unmet personal care need at 
nine months. 

36% 37% 43% 47% 44%** 58% 

Participants receiving paid 
personal assistance at nine 
months. 

94%** 79% 94% 91% 94%** 82% 

Participants reporting a fall. 19% 19% 18% 20% 13%** 20% 
Participants reporting 
contractures 
developed/worsened. 

16% 20% 20% 22% 18%** 27% 

Participants reporting they are 
very satisfied with life. 56%** 37% 36%* 28% 47%** 25% 

Participants reporting that 
C&C improved their lives a 
great deal. 

53% - 61% - 60% - 

Caregivers reporting “great 
deal” of emotional strain. 27%** 34% 36% 39% 42%* 49% 

Caregivers reporting “great 
deal” of physical strain. 23%** 32% 28%** 39% 32%** 42% 

Caregivers reporting a “great 
deal” of financial stain. 22%** 36% 30%** 39% 30%** 39% 

 
*,** significantly differs from control group at .05, .01 level, respectively  
 
All “participants” in this chart are older adult participants  
 

 

AR= Arkansas 
FL= Florida  
NJ= New Jersey 
T= Treatment, C&C, older adult participants 
C= Control, older adult participants  
 

 

Available online in the Choosing Independence Brochure 

 
 
 

  

http://www.cashandcounseling.org/resources/20061206-112818�
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National Resource Center for Participant-Directed Services Staff Directory 
 
www.participantdirection.org 

Drawing on over a decade of experience with participant direction, the National Resource Center 
for Participant-Directed Services serves to assist all programs, regardless of funding source, to 
develop and improve their participant-directed options.  The NRCPDS draws upon years of 
experience as a National Program Office for the Cash & Counseling project.  For more information 
on our work with the Cash & Counseling project, please visit www.cashandcounseling.org. 

Our Mission 
To infuse participant-directed options into all home- and community-based services by providing 
national leadership, technical assistance, education, and research, leading to improvement in the lives 
of individuals of all ages with disabilities. 
 
Our Expertise  
We have a team of experienced subject matter experts with a long history in the field of participant 
direction.  

Financial Management Services: Led by Mollie Grotpeter 
National Participant Network (NPN):  Led by Althea McLuckie 
New Initiatives and VD-HCBS: Led by Dianne Kayala 
NRCPDS Leadership: Led by Kevin J. Mahoney 
Program Development and Implementation: Led by Suzanne Crisp  
Public Policy: Led by Erin McGaffigan  
Research: Led by Lori Simon-Rusinowitz 
Training: Led by Mark Sciegaj and Casey Sanders 

 
 
Contact Us 
 
For questions regarding the National Participant Network (NPN): 
Althea McLuckie 
mcluckie@bc.edu 
 
For questions regarding Technical Assistance, Training, and Membership: 
Jim Wironen 
james.wironen.1@bc.edu 
617-552-2936 

 
 

 
 

http://www.cashandcounseling.org/�
mailto:mcluckie@bc.edu�
mailto:james.wironen.1@bc.edu�
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